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the first gameplay update of the game can be downloaded at and includes: improvements to
the battle management better scenario editing - description editor, save/load/preview and
more extra campaign levels, rule changes and more the "beta 1" development is complete,
now we are working on version 1.0! it is part of a series of alpha/beta releases that will take

place during the course of the full development of the game. the 1.0 release will follow shortly
thereafter. the iberian peninsula is now under roman rule, and the ancient tribes of the iberian

peninsula are already displaced to the southernmost parts. victorious tribes have separated
themselves into two camps, the carthaginians to the north and the romans to the south. the

carthaginians have chosen to challenge the current roman government, but they are not
without their own quarrels. the romans, concerned with iberian incursions into gaul, have

decided to put a stop to all such activities. the carthaginian and roman parties are once again
squaring off against each other in an all-out struggle over the iberian peninsula. you - the

player - will have the task of playing the role of a commander of one of these opposing
factions. you will lead your troops on the field of battle, build cities and expand your empire.

in the course of the game you will become stronger, and your opponents will become weaker.
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this will bring changes that will lead to war, and then to peace. you have two factions,
carthage and rome, to choose from - and each one has its own unique bonuses, bonuses that

you will exploit to your advantage.
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on top of that, there will be a gamemode in 0 a.d. : empires ascendant for all our international
youtubers to jump in and participate with at specific times during the stream, alongside the

use of discord bot, swappins, and facebook commenting mechanics to keep things interesting.
today we are happy to release the 22nd game alpha of 0 a.d.! we are doing it on friday, a

week later than usual. at the moment this is the version that will go to steam early access on
the 28th of may. we are going for an “every three months” approach to releases as we are
still working our way towards the “one new version a year” goal. most of our manpower is

currently focused on the dev build, as we also have been toiling away on the linux version of 0
a. and have just released the first alpha build of that: the “monocles build”. if you want to be

part of this project, we urge you to post your application in our forums or just grab a task from
our list of open tickets and get right to it. we are currently looking for gameplay, ai, sound and

graphics programmers along with animators and 3d & texture artists. you prefer to do
something else than programming or drawing head to our forums and join our active

community! want to translate one of the texts on this site? for a basic translator you'll need to
get the necessary knowledge regarding html, css and font formats. for intermediate and

advanced translator you also need to know php and mysql, or you'll probably need to develop
your own interpreter. 5ec8ef588b
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